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Before we start

• Studied ecology

• Over the last 5 years I organised 8 site reviews

• Wrote 2 site visions
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Introduction to Natuurmonumenten

• A NGO since 1905

• Around 360 reserves, over 105.000ha

• More then 3000 buildings and monuments

• 725.000 members, 11.000 volunteers



Adaptive management

• Site management 
– Objectives
– Management plan
– Monitoring plan.

• Change factors based on new insights
• Reviews are the key moment

More detailed info “Management planning for nature conservation; a theoretical basis & practical guide” (Alexander, 2008)



Review: timeline

• Preparation
• Gathering data
• Selecting focus areas
• Analyze data
• Present important conclusions
• Review day
• Finish up report



Review: Questions

• What are my objectives? 
Site vision, Natura 2000 plan, management plan (are they SMART?)

• What site management have we done?
Interviews and in the future CMSi

• What is the state of my site?
The results of monitoring: vegetation maps, flora and fauna observations and abiotic 
measurements.



Review: Preparations

• Every site and every team is different
• Gathering information and known difficulties
• Gut-feelings are important
• Focus



Review: Analyzing data

• Monitoring data is rarely perfect
• Focus on the questions you can answer
• Not being able to answer them is also a result
• Tools help (GIS, CMSi)



Review: Review day

• Bring a diverse group (stakeholders)
• Based on your analysis or lack thereof
• Most inspirational part
• Discussions and (new) perspectives will 

lead to actions
• Collective Expert judgement 

(supplements gathered data)



Review: Product

• List of actions (Make them SMART)
• Detailed report of the review day
• Expert judgement
• Report of the analysis
• Summary with the most important 

conclusions



Example Sand Lizard

• Sand Lizard are a key species
• Should be evenly spread
• Analysis show a local decline
• Goal: recolonization before the next 

review
• Action: remove shrubs and trees, 

reconnect heathlands
• Action: monitoring!



Example vegetation structure

• Vegetation structure of the forest
• Gut-feeling: it’s insufficient
• No data available
• Ad hoc sampling on the review day
• Conclusion: none of the sampled areas 

met the requirements
• Action: work toward a more diverse 

vegetation structure
• Action: monitoring!


